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memories, and organic field-effect tran-
sistors (OFETs), have various advantages 
including mechanical flexibility, low cost, 
solution-processed fabrication, and tun-
able material functionalities by mole-
cular design compared with silicon-based 
 materials.[1–13] However, the contact resist-
ance problem arising between organic 
materials and metal electrodes has been 
one of the dominant obstacles for adopting 
organic semiconducting devices instead of 
silicon-based devices. Diverse attempts, 
for instance, self-assembled monolayer 
(SAM) treatment on metal electrodes,[14–19] 
inserting a charge injection layer between 
OSC and metals,[20–27] choice of metals for 
better injection properties,[28,29] adopting 
carbon-based conductor like graphene 
as electrodes,[30] have been introduced to 
improve carrier injection across typically 
a non-ohmic contact. Especially, consid-
ering large operation voltages required for 
OFETs, improving contact properties of 

organic/metal interface is an essential step for practical applica-
tions of OSCs.

Contact doping is one of the most effective techniques to 
reduce contact resistance and has been widely employed in sil-
icon-based devices and recently in OSCs to reduce the contact 
resistance.[31–36] In order to avoid undesirable OFF currents, it 
needs to be performed selectively, i.e., in localized regions at 
the source–drain contacts only and not in the channel region. 
The doped regions have been usually confined to the top surface 
of the OSC film by depositing a small amount of dopants on 
the top of the organic film by thermal evaporation. As a result, 
the position of the gate dielectrics was normally restricted to the 
top side of devices (i.e., FETs in a top-gate structure) in order to 
enhance the charge injection from metal electrodes to the accu-
mulation layer formed on the top surface of the polymer.[31,32] 
Recently, the combination of poly(2,5-bis(3-tetradecylthio-
phen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (PBTTT) and 2,3,5,6-tetra-
fluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) as host and 
dopant material, respectively, has produced a highly conducting 
polymer that has been studied as a candidate for a synthetic 
metal and high power-factor thermoelectric material.[37–41] Inter-
estingly, this combination achieved an efficient bulk-doping of 
PBTTT by solid-state diffusion which implied that the F4-TCNQ 

Organic semiconductors (OSCs) have been widely studied due to their merits 
such as mechanical flexibility, solution processability, and large-area fabrica-
tion. However, OSC devices still have to overcome contact resistance issues 
for better performances. Because of the Schottky contact at the metal–OSC 
interfaces, a non-ideal transfer curve feature often appears in the low-drain 
voltage region. To improve the contact properties of OSCs, there have been 
several methods reported, including interface treatment by self-assembled 
monolayers and introducing charge injection layers. Here, a selective contact 
doping of 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ)  
by solid-state diffusion in poly(2,5-bis(3-hexadecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno 
[3,2-b]thiophene) (PBTTT) to enhance carrier injection in bottom-gate PBTTT 
organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) is demonstrated. Furthermore, the 
effect of post-doping treatment on diffusion of F4-TCNQ molecules in order to 
improve the device stability is investigated. In addition, the application of the 
doping technique to the low-voltage operation of PBTTT OFETs with high-k 
gate dielectrics demonstrated a potential for designing scalable and low-
power organic devices by utilizing doping of conjugated polymers.

Organic Field-Effect Transistors

Organic semiconductors (OSCs), widely applied as electronic 
devices such as organic light-emitting diodes, solar cells, 
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dopant molecules diffused into the PBTTT film all the way 
down to the interface between the PBTTT film and the SiO2/Si 
substrate.[39] Moreover, the PBTTT film doped by solid-state dif-
fusion exhibits a high conductivity of around 200 S cm−1 which 
would be applicable for selective contact doping for FETs.

One of the main challenges in utilizing selective molecular 
doping in organic optoelectronic devices has been the diffusion 
problem of dopant molecules in the host materials, which has 
reduced the device stability.[42–47] The dopant diffusion will espe-
cially be significant if one adopts selective bulk-doping on the 
contact regions of OFETs due to a large dopant concentration gra-
dient of dopant molecules between the doped regions and active 
channel (non-doped) regions. To this date, there have been a rela-
tively small number of studies that have directly investigated the 
diffusion problems within the selectively contact-doped OFETs.[32] 
In our study, the bulk-doping technique of PBTTT by solid-state 
diffusion of F4-TCNQ was employed to provide highly conducting 
paths in order to enhance the charge injection in PBTTT OFETs 
in a bottom-gate structure. This technique is akin to an ion 
implantation doping technique employed in the silicon industry, 
hence the name “molecular implantation doping.” We investi-
gated and further improved the stability of the PBTTT OFETs by 
characterizing the effect of post-doping treatments on the dopant 
diffusion into the active channel. Moreover, we demonstrated 
that introducing the molecular implantation doping technique 
to the PBTTT OFETs with high-k gate dielectrics enabled a low-
voltage operation, with improved charge injection properties.

Figure 1a,b shows the fabrication process of PBTTT OFETs 
with F4-TCNQ doping on the contact regions of the devices 

and molecular structures of the used materials, respectively. 
More detailed information on the fabrication process can be 
found in the Experimental Section. The prepared substrates 
with the patterned source and drain electrodes were immersed 
in an octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) solution to form the OTS-SAM 
on the SiO2. The measured contact angle with a water droplet 
was changed from 65.4° to 97.9° after the OTS-SAM treatment, 
indicating a clear OTS-SAM formation on the SiO2 surfaces 
(Figure S1, Supporting Information).[48] The PBTTT films were 
spin-coated on the substrate (on OTS-SAM-treated SiO2 and on 
the contact electrodes) and showed clear terrace structures with 
2 nm steps (Figure S1, Supporting Information).[48–51] Then, 
the dopant material, F4-TCNQ, was thermally evaporated with 
a nominal thickness of 10 nm by shadow masks on the con-
tact areas as depicted in Figure 1a. The dopant molecules dif-
fuse into the PBTTT film, creating a decaying depth-profile of 
the dopant distribution, as directly shown from our previous 
work.[39] Therefore, it was crucial to optimize the amount of 
dopants so that we can still achieve a good conductivity at the 
regions near the contact electrodes to enhance charge injection, 
while suppressing the dopant diffusion near the top surface.  
The doped regions of the PBTTT film appear more transparent 
as shown in the marked regions with arrows in the middle 
image of Figure 1c. When the dopant deposition was finished, 
the surface of the PBTTT films was immediately etched by  
argon plasma for 1 s to minimize diffusion of the dopant 
which caused a rise of the off-current of the OFET (defined as 
the  minimum current value during the gate bias sweeps). The 
etching process was done because we anticipated the diffusion of 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic images of the device fabrication process. The dark green regions in the bottom-middle image represent neutral F4-TCNQ mole-
cules and the bright green regions in the last two steps represent the doped PBTTT. b) Molecular structures of PBTTT, F4-TCNQ, and OTS. c) Optical 
images (left, middle) and a TEM image (right) of the selectively doped PBTTTT transistors. The black rectangular areas (middle image) represent the 
doped regions of the PBTTT film. d) UV–vis spectra for pristine PBTTT, etched PBTTT, doped/unetched PBTTT, and doped/etched PBTTT films. The 
shaded area (in green) denotes a broad polaron absorption.
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the dopant into the channel to be mainly caused by the neutral 
dopant molecules which did not undergo charge transfer with 
PBTTT. It was suggested from the previous research that the 
etching rate of F4-TCNQ molecules was much faster than that 
of PBTTT and the neutral dopant molecules mainly remained 
near the surface of the PBTTT film.[39] Therefore, we inferred 
that the etching process reduced the neutral dopant concentra-
tion near the top surface of the doped regions of the PBTTT 
films. From the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) cross-
sectional image (Figure 1c) and energy-dispersive spectrometer 
element analysis, we found that the thickness of the PBTTT film 
was ≈30 nm by tracing the sulfur signals (Figure S2, Supporting 
Information). Figure 1d shows an ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) 
absorption data of various kinds of PBTTT films: a pristine (black 
line), etched (blue line), doped and unetched (denoted as “doped/
unetched,” red line), and doped and etched (denoted as “doped/
etched,” green line). Compared with the pristine film data, the 
etched film data show a decrease in the absorption over the entire 
range, while maintaining the surface morphology (Figure S3,  
Supporting Information). This implies that the PBTTT films 
were peeled off layer by layer by the etching. By controlling the 
amount of F4-TCNQ dopant molecules with a nominal thick-
ness of 10 nm, the data for both of the doped films show that the 

amount of the neutral dopants on the film was much less than 
the previous research with a small peak near 400 nm which is 
a unique absorption feature of the neutral F4-TCNQ.[39] Further-
more, the data for both of the doped films show a clear bleaching 
of the π–π* transition peak of PBTTT (resulting in a color change 
as seen from the middle image of Figure 1c) and the appearance 
of distinct peaks corresponding to F4-TCNQ anion (near 780 
and 890 nm). These results mean that the amount of the dopant 
molecules was considerably optimized, and therefore most  
of the dopant molecules diffuse into the PBTTT without leaving 
too much neutral dopants. The shaded area (in green) of this 
UV–vis plot indicates a broad polaron absorption in PBTTT, 
which indicates the generation of hole carriers in PBTTT via 
charge transfer.[52,53] The doped/etched film data show a slight 
recovery of the π–π* transition peak of PBTTT, and a shrinkage 
of the neutral F4-TCNQ and F4-TCNQ anion peaks near 400 and 
800 nm, respectively. These results imply that the etching caused 
a slight de-doping at the top surface of the doped PBTTT films 
by preferential etching of the dopant molecules (as shown in the 
final step of the fabrication process in Figure 1a).

Figure 2a shows the transfer curve of the transistor for 
both the linear and saturation regimes. The doped contact 
(i.e., doped/etched, donated as “DC”) PBTTT transistors 
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Figure 2. a) IDS–VGS transfer curves with a schematic image of the effective channel length (Leff) and b) IDS–VDS output curves of a doped contact 
(doped/etched) PBTTT transistor. c) ON/OFF ratio stability for the doped PBTTT transistors with a channel length (L) of 50 and 100 µm. d) Schematic 
images of doped region propagation by the diffusion of neutral dopants. e) Simulation results of the doped region propagation with diffusion equation. 
The dashed lines denote the initial doping profile.
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showed the ON/OFF ratio of over 105 with the mobility of 
0.045 cm2 V−1 s−1. Since the high conductivity of doped PBTTT 
is around 200 S cm−1, the contact doping process reduces the 
effective channel length (Leff) of the doped contact transis-
tors. Therefore, the device parameters, including mobility 
and contact resistance, were extracted with Leff. The employed 
equations for extracting the mobility values are provided in 
Section 3 in the Supporting Information. Compared with the 
pristine devices with the mobility of 0.053 cm2 V−1 s−1, DC 
PBTTT transistors had a slightly lower mobility, which was 
caused by the etching process. This is supported by a slight 
decrease in the mobility of another reference pristine PBTTT 
OFET from 0.060 to 0.051 cm2 V−1 s−1 after the etching process 
(see Section 3, Supporting Information). Although the surface 
morphology was not changed by the etching, the water contact 
angle of the PBTTT films was changed from 101.7° to 67.3°, 
which implies a slight change of chemical properties of the film 
surface (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Figure 2b shows 
the IDS–VDS output curves of DC transistors, which represent 
favorable output characteristics without the S-shape at a low 
VDS regime that is typically induced by a significant contact 
resistance. From the Y-function method, the extracted value of 
the contact resistance of DC PBTTT transistors was found to 
be 5.1 kΩ cm−1 and that of the pristine device was found to be  
24.5 kΩ cm−1 (for more details, see Section 4, Supporting Infor-
mation). The contact resistance of DC PBTTT transistor had a 
comparable value to the lowest value that has been reported in 
the literature.[32,54]

The etching process was an essential step for reducing 
the amount of the dopants and improving the stability of the 
devices. Figure 2c shows the ON/OFF ratio of the doped PBTTT 
transistors either etched (filled symbols) or unetched (empty 
symbols), measured over the time scale of 2 months. For the 
doped transistors with the channel length of 50 µm, the doped/
etched devices preserved its ON/OFF ratio over 105 for about  
15 days, whereas it was difficult to define the ON/OFF ratio 
for the doped/unetched devices just after fabrication due to a 
large off-current. For the channel length of 100 µm, the doped/
etched devices preserved its ON/OFF ratio for more than  
2 months; however, the ON/OFF ratio of the doped/unetched 
devices dropped significantly after 15 days. The decrease of 
the ON/OFF ratio was mainly caused by orders of magnitude 
increase in the off-current (Figure S8, Supporting Informa-
tion). Figure 2d shows a schematic diagram that depicts dif-
ferent propagation rates of the doped region in the doped/
unetched and doped/etched devices over time based on optical 
images of the doped region propagation (Figure S9, Supporting 
Information). The different propagation rates mainly result 
from different diffusion rates of the neutral dopant molecules, 
which have been shown to be much more diffusive than ion-
ized dopant mole cules.[55,56] The figure represents the possible 
formation of percolated current paths between the source and 
drain electrodes (i.e., the doped regions from each side meet in 
the middle), which would result in the rise of the off-current. 
The diffusion of the neutral dopant molecules takes place in 
both the doped/unetched and doped/etched devices, but such 
diffusion effect is less significant for the doped/etched device 
due to a lower initial amount of the neutral dopants at the top 
surface of the PBTTT film. Therefore, percolation paths are 

much more difficult to form in the doped/etched device. This 
concept could be verified by a numerical simulation which has 
been applied to reveal the diffusion velocity of molecules in 
various systems.[57–59] In our case, we solved a modified Fick’s 
diffusion equation by a numerical simulation that accounts for 
the capturing of diffusive neutral dopant molecules via charge 
transfer. Although the only input parameter that varied between 
the doped/unetched and doped/etched cases was the initial 
amount of the neutral dopants, the doping fraction profiles  
show clear contrasts between the two cases (Figure 2e). Espe-
cially, we found that the doping fraction at the center of the 
PBTTT film (i.e., an indicator for the formation of the perco-
lated current paths) was negligible for the doped/etched case 
whereas the doping fraction gradually increased over time for 
the doped/unetched case (shown as a block arrow in Figure 2e). 
The detailed discussion of the numerical simulation is written 
in Section 6 of the Supporting Information. We also discovered 
that the surface diffusion of the neutral dopants would be pro-
hibited further by introducing a dielectric layer on top of the 
doped/etched PBTTT film. The ON/OFF ratio of the DC PBTTT 
transistors encapsulated with a CYTOP (CTL-809M; Asahi 
Glass) layer on top showed a greater stability over time for the 
devices with 50 µm channel length, compared to the DC devices 
without any layers on top (see Figure S11, Supporting Informa-
tion). This result would be an evidence that the neutral dopant 
molecules diffuse primarily along the surface. A detailed inves-
tigation of a microscopic mechanism for the surface interaction 
between the CYTOP molecules and neutral dopants is beyond 
the scope of this study.

To confirm the doping effect on the carrier injection prop-
erties directly, we fabricated homogeneously doped (i.e., the 
entire PBTTT area in a transistor is doped and etched; denoted 
as “entire-doped”) PBTTT devices with the channel length of 
2 µm by a conventional photolithography. Figure 3a shows 
the IDS–VDS data of an entire-doped device measured from  
80 to 300 K. For this temperature range, the entire-doped device 
showed a clear ohmic behavior. This result implies that  
the charge injection occurred without an activation barrier. 
Since 2D charge transport properties in PBTTT have been pre-
viously demonstrated,[39,60,61] the thermionic emission equation 
for 2D semiconducting system, exp[( / )( / )]DS

*
3
2

B DSI R T q k T Vφ η= − − ,  
was employed to extract the activation energy of the contact 
between the doped PBTTT and gold electrodes, where R*, ϕ, 
and η denote the Richardson coefficient, the effective activation 
energy, and ideality factor, respectively (Figure S12, Supporting 
Information). The extracted thermal activation energy had neg-
ative values, which implies that a dominant charge injection 
mechanism was not likely to be thermionic emission.

To construct the band diagram of the contact region of the 
devices, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) was con-
ducted for both the pristine and doped/unetched PBTTT films. 
Here, we used the doped/unetched PBTTT film for UPS data 
since we assume that the PBTTT molecules at the bottom side 
of devices were free from etching. Figure 3b shows the UPS 
spectra for binding energies near the Fermi level and sec-
ondary-electron cutoff region. The Fermi levels of these sam-
ples were calibrated by the UPS data of 50 nm thick gold film 
and the value of the work function of gold was determined to 
be 4.52 eV (Figure S13, Supporting Information). This value is 
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slightly less than the typical 5.0 eV reported for gold presum-
ably due to a low vacuum level (≈10−7 torr) used during the 
evaporation.[62,63] The UPS data showed similar shifts for both 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) levels and sec-
ondary-electron cutoff levels of the PBTTT films after doping. 
The difference between the Fermi level and the HOMO level of 
the PBTTT film was reduced from 0.87 to 0.26 eV after doping. 
Figure 3c,d shows the band diagrams near the contact elec-
trodes for the pristine and doped PBTTT molecules, based on 
the UPS analysis. We regarded that the interface dipole caused 
a vacuum level shift of 0.28 eV between the gold electrode and 
the PBTTT films.[64] Considering the charge concentration  
of the doped PBTTT film of about 3.3 × 1020 cm−3,[39] the deple-
tion width between the doped PBTTT and gold is about 2 nm 
which is thin enough for tunneling.[35] From the IDS–VDS data 
of an entire-doped device and band diagram analysis, we con-
sidered that the charge injection of the devices was enhanced 
since the dominant charge injection mechanism was changed 
from thermionic emission (pristine transistors) to thermally 
assisted tunneling (doped contact transistors) via the doping 
of contact regions. Despite the 0.26 eV energy gap between the 
gold electrodes and the doped PBTTT molecules (Figure 3d), 
this contact showed ohmic properties as shown in Figure 3a. 
This may be due to sub-band gap states induced by doping 
which are accessible by injected charges from the electrodes 
via tunneling.

A crucial advantage of the bottom-gate structure employed 
in the study comes from its extra degree of freedom in the 
choice of the dielectric material that is compatible with the 
semiconductor. This is highly relevant for OFETs with high-k 
dielectric materials which typically require relatively high-
temperature processes which result in irreversible damages to 
the OSC film, as well as exposure to chemical environments 
which can harm the OFET device performance (e.g., exposure 
to water during atomic layer deposition [ALD]).[65] Therefore, in 
order to use high-k dielectric materials for low-voltage opera-
tion of OFETs, the dielectric materials should be ideally depos-
ited before the OSCs. To demonstrate the advantage of the 
molecular implantation doping in the low-voltage operation of 
OFETs, we adopted Al2O3 as the bottom gate dielectric depos-
ited by ALD. Figure 4a illustrates the fabrication process of the 
high-k devices. A detailed fabrication process is described in the 
Supporting Information (Figure S14, Supporting Information). 
The TEM cross-sectional image in Figure 4a shows 25 nm thick 
Al2O3 and a 5 nm thick native SiO2 on a silicon substrate. The 
measured capacitance value after the Al2O3 deposition was 
2.36  × 10−7 F cm−2 (Figure S15, Supporting Information). This 
capacitance value is about 18 times higher than the capacitance 
value for the 270 nm thick SiO2 (1.28  × 10−8 F cm−2) used in 
Figures 1 and 2. The OTS-SAM treatment showed an excellent 
improvement of the interface like in the SiO2 case in terms of 
the PBTTT film morphology which is critical to the PBTTT 
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Figure 3. a) IDS–VDS output curves of an entire-doped PBTTT device at VGS = 0 V in a temperature range from 80 to 300 K. b) The UPS data of the 
doped/unetched and pristine PBTTT films near the Fermi level (right) and secondary-electron cutoff (left). c,d) The band diagram near the contact of 
the pristine PBTTT transistor (c) and the doped contact PBTTT transistor, with a highlighted view of the band diagram at the contact (d).
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OFET performance[66] (Figure S16, Supporting Information). 
As a result, the DC PBTTT transistors on Al2O3 had a similar 
mobility value to those on SiO2. The transfer curves did not 
show a significant hysteresis which is usually induced by trap 
sites on the gate dielectric interface (Figure S17, Supporting 
Information). Figure 4b shows IDS–VGS transfer characteristics 
of the pristine and the DC PBTTT transistors on Al2O3 gate 
dielectrics with the channel length of 50 µm. All of the voltage 
biases were under 3 V to avoid dielectric breakdown.[67] The DC 
PBTTT device had about twice the value of IDS value than the 
pristine one in both the linear and saturation regimes. Interest-
ingly, these results indicate that the DC PBTTT devices had a 
larger mobility than the pristine devices: 0.037 cm2 V−1 s−1 for 
DC PBTTT devices and 0.019 cm2 V−1 s−1 for pristine devices. 
These results show that the reduction of the contact resistance 
is more effective in the low-voltage operation of the OFETs 
which could be applied to low power consumption organic 
electronics.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an enhanced 
charge injection in PBTTT OFETs by molecular implanta-
tion doping with F4-TCNQ and introduced an argon plasma 
etching treatment for improving the off-current stability. 
With this approach, the amount of neutral dopants was 
effectively controlled and the dopant diffusion into the active 
channel of the PBTTT OFETs was significantly suppressed. 
If the neutral dopants are removed completely by furthur 
optimization, this technique could work even for devices 
with smaller channel length. The low-temperature meas-
urement and the band diagram analysis implied that the 
enhanced charge injection properties originated from the 
change of the dominant charge injection mechanism from 
thermionic emission to tunneling at the contact between 

the doped PBTTT films and metal electrodes. In addition, 
we demonstrated the low-voltage operation devices by using 
Al2O3 as a high-k gate dielectric material. For the high-k 
devices, the doped contact PBTTT transistor showed a better 
performance compared with the pristine devices. This study 
provides clear evidences that the molecular implantation 
doping is potentially one of the key techniques for solving 
the contact resistance issue for OFETs, thereby facilitating 
low-power oragnic electronics.

Experimental Section
SiO2/p++ Si substrates were cleaned using de-ionized water, 
isopropanol, and acetone for 10 min in each cleaning solvent by 
sonication in an ultrasonic bath. Then, the source and drain electrodes 
of Ti/Au (2 nm/30 nm) were deposited with shadow masks on the 
substrates by using an electron-beam evaporator with a deposition rate 
of 0.5 Å s−1 at a pressure of ≈10−7 torr. After further cleaning with an 
oxygen plasma etching (50 W for 2 min), the substrates were transferred 
immediately to a nitrogen atmosphere glove box and were immersed in 
a prepared OTS solution (30 m m in anhydrous toluene) for ≈12 h. At the 
end of the OTS-SAM treatment, the substrates were cleaned in toluene, 
isopropanol, acetone, and toluene again by sonication for 10 min in 
each solvent and were stocked in a vacuum chamber for ≈2 h. The 
PBTTT solution was prepared in anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene with 
a concentration of 9 mg mL−1. Before spin-coating, the PBTTT solution 
was heated at 110 °C and the PBTTT films were spin-coated at 1500 rpm 
for 45 s in the N2-filled glove box, followed by annealing at 180 °C, and 
then the films were cooled down to room temperature slowly. After 
the PBTTT film deposition, F4-TCNQ dopant molecules were thermally 
evaporated directly onto the selected region of the PBTTT film with  
a nominal thickness of 10 nm by shadow masks with the rate of 
0.5−1.5 Å s−1 at a pressure of ≈10−6 torr. After doping, the devices were 
etched immediately by argon plasma etching (50 W for 1 s).
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